
Design and Technology: Yr7 Food – Literacy Mat

My Work and Checklist Connectives Punctuation  
I am proud of my work because...

•I have written clearly so that my reader can understand my 
writing easily.

•I have checked my spelling and corrected any errors.
•I have used full sentences with a subject and a verb.
•I have used correct punctuation and grammar.
•I have paragraphed my work .
•My writing is suitable for the topic I am writing about. 
•I have used subject specific words/language correctly 

Summary
• in brief
• on the whole
• summarising
• overall
• to sum up
• evidently
• to recapitulate

Illustration
• for example
• for instance
• in other words
• to show that
• such as
• for instance
• as revealed by
• to show that

Persuasion
• of course
• clearly
• evidently
• surely
• certainly
• decidedly
• indeed
• Undoubtedly

Full stop . indicates that a sentence has 

finished

Comma , indicates a slight pause in a 

sentence, separates clauses in a 

complex sentence and items in a 

list

Question mark ? goes at the end of a question

Exclamation

mark
! goes at the end of a dramatic 

sentence to show surprise or 

shock

The Basic Rules Restriction
• only if
• unless
• except
• Conclusion
• to conclude
• in conclusion
• finally

Addition
• and
• also
• in addition
• further
• furthermore
• as well as
• and then

Comparison
• equally
• similarly
• in comparison
• likewise
• by contrast
• alternatively
• despite this

Apostrophe ‘ shows that letter(s) have been 

left out or indicates possession

Speech marks “” indicate direct speech, the exact 

words spoken or being quoted• Every sentence must start with a capital letter.

• Every sentence must finish with some form of punctuation: 
.?!

• Proper nouns need capital letters. These are unique people, 
places or things e.g. there are many cities so ‘city’ doesn’t 
take a capital letter. However there is only one London, 
therefore it takes a capital letter.

• When writing titles of works such as books:

• Capitalise the first word

• Capitalise any main/important words

• Don’t capitalise minor words such  as ‘and’, ‘of’ or ‘the’ 
e.g. The Sound of Music, The Wizard of Oz, Harry Potter 
and the Goblet of Fire

Colon : introduces a list, a statement or 

a quote in a sentence

Semicolon  ; separates two sentences that 

are related and of equal 

importance

Contrast & 
Balance
• however
• nevertheless
• alternatively
• on the contrary
• yet
• whereas

Time
• initially
• then, next
• afterwards
• finally
• subsequently
• eventually
• previously

Emphasis
• above all
• in particular
• notably
• specifically
• more importantly

Dash / hyphen - separates extra information 

from the main clause by holding 

words apart

Brackets ( ) can be used like dashes, they 

separate off extra information 

from the main clause

Ellipsis … to show a passage of time, to 

hook the reader in and create 

suspense

Grammar Spelling
Is this suitable for the reader? 

• No slang that lesson was bangin’
• No informal language I’m gonna do my homework now

Other things to consider:

• I am clear about the purpose of this piece of writing
• I know who my audience is
• I will use a suitable layout and text type
• Is my writing clear enough for someone to read
• Do I need help with this – PTO sentence starters 

Is this spelt correctly?

• Sound out the word
• Think about how it looks
• Think about a similar word
• Is there a memory sentence for this word? (e.g. big elephants cannot always use small exits)
• Find the word in a list –

• Key words list around the room 
• In the glossary within the textbook 

• Look it up in a dictionary/spellchecker
• Ask a friend or teacher
• To learn it: look, cover, write , check
• Once you’ve solved it,  add the correct spelling to your own word bank.



Design and Technology: Food Technology – Literacy Mat

Designing Timeplan Ingredients and using 

equipment

Practical Lessons Evaluating 

You must include  excellent, creative, and well 

thought through design ideas through excellent 

annotations and some labelling. I.e. write I’ve 

used blueberries because their colour will 

compliment the rich red of the strawberries, 

the flavour will lighten the mixture and I wanted 

to add a round shape to the other shapes in 

my fruit salad. 

Your timeplan must be filled in with lots of 

detail.  Don’t copy information that belongs in 

the mis en place into the instructions. Don’t 

forget to add lots of special points to add 

further detail to your instruction e.g. put the 

crumble in the oven – use oven gloves and 

pull the shelf out before placing on the shelf 

and 

In this subject you are expected to be specific 

about what you mean. You cannot just write 

‘flour’ or ‘chicken’. To get a mark you should 

be specific with  an ingredient like ‘plain flour’, 

‘self-raising flour’ or ‘deep fried chicken wings’ 

or describe a process like ‘kneading’, ‘frying’, 

‘baking’. 

During demonstrations, practical lessons you 

will have to manage your workspace, 

manage your time, listen carefully to 

instructions and ask for help when needed 

after asking your fellow students and taking a 

moment to think for yourself.

When we make any product we have to 

evaluate how well it went and suggest 

improvements. An evaluation is your opportunity 

to produce an extended piece of writing and 

show off those literacy skills. To help you please 

use the sentence starters and key words below. 

High Risk Food and raw 

ready to eat foods

Annotating Sensory Vocabulary Sentence Starters

What factors do bacteria need to grow:

Time     Moisture      Food    Warmth

High risk foods include: Meat, fish, dairy, 

prepared salads, cooked pasta and cooked 

rice, sauces and gravies.

Raw foods can contaminate ready to eat foods 

and must be stored separately. Raw foods are 

raw meat and fish, eggs and unwashed 

vegetables. (you must wash them before use)

There is the difference between a label and an 

annotation. Labels are singles words and 

annotations are full, punctuated sentences. 

Odour

• Aromatic; smells strongly. Example lavender, 

rosemary 

• Floral; smells of flowers. Example rose water 

used for flavouring rice 

• Acrid; Unpleasantly sharp, pungent, or bitter 

to the taste or smell

• pungent; a strong, sharp smell or taste that 

is often so strong that it is unpleasant

• Bland; dull, insipid (boring, lacking strong 

flavour)

• Tart; agreeably sharp or acid to the taste

• Rancid; Having the disagreeable odour or 

taste of decomposing oils or fats

Taste

• Mild; Not sharp, spicy, or bitter e.g. mild

cheese

• Sweet; Sweet is one of the five basic tastes 

and is regarded as a pleasurable experience 

e.g. ice-cream

• cool; Cooling foods e.g. yoghurt after a hot 

curry, ice-cream

• Tangy/ sharp; A tangy flavour is pleasantly

strong and sharp e.g. lemons / toxic waste 

sweets

• Hot; Causing a burning sensation, as in the 

mouth; spicy e.g. chilli pepper

• Rich; Containing a large amount of

ingredients, such as butter, sugar, or eggs, 

and therefore unusually heavy (high in fat) or 

sweet e.g. chocolate cake with buttercream, 

salmon stuffed with cheese and wrapped in 

puff pastry (en croute)

• Zesty; Flavour or interest; tangy, piquancy

e.g. the outside of an orange or lemon 

• Strong; e.g. mature cheddar cheese, 

parmesan cheese, olives         

• Salty; e.g. salted peanuts

• Bitter; a taste that is sharp, acrid or 

unpleasant e.g. lemon juice, lime pickle

• Citrus; zesty or sharp flavours but specifically 

from the following fruit: orange, lemon, lime, 

grapefruit

Appearance

• Stringy; consisting of strings or string like 

pieces e.g. dry pork and other meats

• Heavy; Having relatively high density e.g. a 

solid slice of fruit cake

• Wet; containing a lot of moisture e.g. yoghurt 

or smoothies

• Crystalline; composed of crystal or crystals

e.g. aged honey, sugar, rock salt

• Cuboid;  resembling a cube e.g. diced 

carrots, parmentier potatoes (fried little 

cubes of potato)

• Crumbly; sandy structure that breaks apart 

easily e.g. fruit crumble, shortbread biscuit

• lumpy; not a smooth consistency e.g. a 

sauce that hasn’t been whisked properly 

with lumps of flour.

• Crispy; not a smooth consistency e.g. a 

sauce that hasn’t been whisked properly 

with lumps of flour.

• Mushy; without shape e.g. mushy peas, 

mashed potato

Texture

• crisp; Firm but easily broken or crumbled; 

brittlee.g. potato crisps

• Sticky; without shape e.g. mushy peas, 

mashed potato

• Rubbery; bouncing e.g. mushy peas, 

mashed potato

• Short; a crumbly texture due to fats added 

e.g. shortbread

• Sandy/Gritty; a sandy granular texture 

• Tender; easily broken, cut, or crushed; soft; 

not tough e.g. lettuce leaves

• Brittle; Likely to break, snap, or crack, as 

when subjected to pressure e.g. ginger thin 

biscuits

• Tacky; Slightly adhesive or gummy to the 

touch; sticky

• Smooth; Having no lumps, being 

uncomplicated, bland e.g. mashed potato 

from a packet, well made icing on a cake.

I have enjoyed learning about…

The key points I leant were…

I have produced…

I have excelled at …. Because …….

I could have improved my design by ……..

I have learnt how to………

The area I found the most challenging was…

I am now aware of…

Equipment I have used include…

I would change the way I worked in the kitchen 

by …

Label Annotation 

Melon

I have decided to use 

watermelon for the base of my 

fruit salad as it can be shaped 

into a vessel,  can be carved 

and the fruit is pale in colour 

and will compliment 

many fruit.

Where in my fridge? Key Learning

Ensure that raw 

Meat and fish are 

kept in sealed 

containers at the 

bottom of the 

fridge. 

Milk and other 

liquids should be 

stored in the 

fridge door

Clean fridge 

handles 

Regularly.

The eatwell plate: 

This shows the correct proportions of food 

groups you should eat in a day: fruit and veg 

(a third), Carbohydrates (a third), Dairy (an 

eighth), Protein (an eighth), High sugar/High 

fat foods (a sixteenth)

Weighing and measuring: 

When weighing ingredients ensure you place 

the weighing bowl on the scales, then zero the 

scale and only then start weighing. 

Ensure that you have selected the correct 

units to weigh in: grams (g), not ounces or ml

Key Temperatures

• 100°C - boiling water 

(bacteria are dead)

• 75°C – (food must 

reach this temperature 

for 30 seconds to kill 

most bacteria)

• 63°C – TOP OF THE 

DANGER ZONE 

bacteria starting to die 

(hot holding 

temperature)

• 37°C – human body 

temperature (bacteria heaven! Bacteria

multiply rapidly at this temperature)

• 5°C – BOTTOM OF THE DANGER ZONE -

highest fridge temperature (Bacteria grow 

slowly)

• 1°C – lowest fridge temperature (Bacteria 

grow slowly)

• -18 to -25 freezer temperature (Bacteria are 

dormant, no growth)

Dietary requirements

Key Words Key Verbs Food allergies can kill 
Even traces of certain foods can make those

with allergies dangerously ill: common food 

allergies are to fish and shellfish, nuts, milk and 

eggs

Food intolerances make ill
Lactose intolerant – can’t eat dairy

Autoimmume diseases: Coeliac – person 

intolerant to gluten found in cereals such as 

wheat, barley, rye and is found in bread, pasta, 

cakes

Vegetarians eat no meat or fish

Pescatarians eat no meat but do eat fish

Vegans eat no meat, fish, shellfish, milk, 

cheese or even honey

• The bridge Hold

• The claw grip

• The five finger 

rule (hands and 

hair, apron, 

ingredients, 

equipment, oven 

or cooker on)

• Mis en Place

• Completion

• Special points

• Health and safety

• Aesthetics 

(colour, shape, 

texture, size)

• Cost

• Tidy workspace

• Oven proof 

gloves

• Safe knife holds

• Portion size

• Function of 

ingredients 

• Weighing and 

measuring

• Chopping

• Slicing

• Peeling

• Grating

• Rolling out 

• Stirring

• Decanting (when 

we pour our food into 

a container we 

decant it)

• Using an oven safely

• Washing

• Boiling

• Frying

• Steaming

• Baking

• Cooling

• Searing (cooking 

the surface of a 

steak or 

vegetables quickly, 

but the inside is 

not cooked 

through)


